Course Details

Format
• 15 week course
• Not self-paced: Assignments have specific weekly deadlines
• Students login independently but will interact with classmates

Orientation
Before Class Begins
• New students must complete an online student orientation in Blackboard BEFORE the class begins.
• Students will be emailed a login link.
• Allow 2-3 hours to complete the orientation course.

Email
• Students should daily check their Concordia email for announcements and reminders.

Attendance
• Attendance is recorded when a discussion or assignment is posted.
• Login at least 5 times per week.

Payment
• Students will be emailed a bill after the course begins
• Payments are made online

Course Overview: HIST 153 American Civilization is a survey of the history of the United States from pre-Columbian America to the present. It will explore the political, economic, religious, social, ideological, and artistic influences in the American story.

It is designed to help students develop knowledge of broad areas of history; an appreciation of the major events in U.S. history; and the skills necessary to read, write, and speak about U.S. history and historical writing. 3 credits.

Course Evaluation and Grading
- Weekly Quizzes: 30%
- Weekly Discussions: 30%
- Primary Source Essays (Submit 7): 30%
- Final Activity: 10%

Each week’s activities will require:
• Weekly Quizzes (Due Tuesday) 75 minute open book quizzes covering the assigned reading material will be administered through Blackboard.

• Weekly Videos & Discussions (Due Tue and Thurs) Online videos, from the Annenberg/CPB series A Biography of America, will be used as the basis for weekly discussions examining our attitudes and behaviors.

• Primary Source Essays (due Fridays) Students must submit 7 primary source essays which will analyze a document, video, radio program or artifact. The 5-paragraph essay as a glimpse into the mindset and way of life of people in the distant past.

• Final Activity (due Final Friday) The final activity will require students to compose a 5-paragraph essay addressing a specific question about American Exceptionalism and its relevance to present day realities.

Textbook

Counts as... HIST 153 counts as elective credit for undergraduate students at Concordia University.

Success Advisor / Coach
jessica.valdes@cuw.edu
Jessica Valdes is the dual credit success advisor. She can help with:
• Enrollment questions
• If you are struggling in a class
• Questions you don’t want to ask your instructor

Drop Policy
• After a course begins, the student will pay for a course, even if dropped.
• The student pays based on the number of weeks completed.
  o Week 1-5: A percent refund
  o Week 6-10: 0% and ‘W’ grade
  o Week 11-16: 0% and ‘F’ grade
• “W” Withdraw does not count in GPA
• “F” Counts as a 0.0 in GPA

Technology
• Blackboard Learn is Concordia’s web based learning system.
• Blackboard contains all course content, videos, links, and course calendar.
• It runs best in Firefox or Chrome.
• Assignments are posted using the Drop Box feature in Blackboard.
| Week One: New World | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: The New World; Colliding Cultures  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: New World Encounters/The Beginnings of America  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Document regarding the Indies  
| Week Two: Colonial World | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: British North America; Colonial Society  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: English Settlement/New England and Virginia  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Document regarding witchcraft  
| Week Three: Independence & Constitution | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: The American Revolution; A New Nation  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: A New System of Government  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Political Cartoon analysis  
| Week Four: Jefferson & Jackson | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: The Early Republic; Democracy in America  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: Thomas Jefferson  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Political Cartoon analysis  
| Week Five: Slavery | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: Religion and Reform; The Old South  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: Slavery  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Slave Spirituals  
| Week Six: Civil War | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: The Sectional Crisis; The Civil War  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: The Coming of the Civil War  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Photos dead soldiers  
| Week Seven: Reconstruction | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: Reconstruction  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: Reconstruction  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: The Klan in Political Cartoons  
| Week Eight: Westward Expansion | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: Manifest Destiny; Conquering the West  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: The West  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Pres. Jackson views on American Indians  
| Week Nine: Gilded Age & Progressivism | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: Industrial America; The Progressive Era  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: Industrial Supremacy  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Gilded Age cartoons  
| Week Ten: World War I | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: World War I & Its Aftermath  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: TR and Wilson  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: WWI songs  
| Week Eleven: The New Era | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: The Roaring Twenties (The New Era)  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: The Twenties: The Tensions of Prosperity  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: “Modern youth”  
| Week Twelve: Great Depression & New Deal | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: The Great Depression  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: FDR and The Depression  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Dear Mrs. Roosevelt  
| Week Thirteen: World War II | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: World War II  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: World War II/Total War  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Poster Art from World War II  
| Week Fourteen: Cold War Era | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: The Cold War; The Affluent Society; The Sixties  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: The Cold War  
|                    | • Primary Source assignment: Consumerism & Gender Roles  
| Week Fifteen: 1970’s & Beyond / Final Activity | • Textbook chapters & quizzes: The Unraveling; The Rise of the Right; The Recent Past  
|                    | • Video/Online Discussion: Contemporary History  
|                    | • Final Activity assignment: American Exceptionalism  